THE WORD - The Dictionary That
Reveals the
Hebrew Source of English
By Isaac Mozeson
THE WORD is out! You can hold in your hands one of the most significant books of our times. It
is the most complete etymological dictionary of the English language, but it is far more than that.
THE WORD shall prove that:
] English is ultimately from Biblical Hebrew.
] All languages ultimately link up, and only through variations of the original, universal language
(Hebrew).
] Every word ever thought or spoken is merely a disguised form of Hebrew. Hebrew is on the tip
of your tongue.
] The primordial human language system (Hebrew) is a natural science like physics or chemistry.
Only the "DNA" of Hebrew letters reveals the FL/LF element in FoLio and LeaF (synonyms)
and the MN/NM in opposing NuMber words like MiNus and MaNy.
] Even animal names have hidden, profound meanings: GIRAFFE (a presumed Italian and Arabic
corruption) means "neck"; SKUNK (to English via the Algonquian Indian) means "stink" in the
language ascribed to our ancestor Adam.
Hundreds of language mysteries are finally solved. Aside from the larger questions, we discover
why words like NICK are not spelled "nik", why RICHES is singular and why knowledge of the
Bible explains words like JACKRABBIT, RUTHLESS, OGRE and COLOSSAL .(With help from
Jacob, Ruth, Og and Goliath.)
This what author, Honorary President of the Educators Council of America and visiting prof. at
Harvard, Hebrew U., Brandeis said in a spring 20000 interview (see http://ivrit.org/alvin.html):
There is some scholarly support for monogenesis of language, the thesis that all human languages
are derived from a single mother tongue. In his book, The Word, Isaac Mozeson makes a strong
case for Hebrew being that language, a thesis not yet accepted by most linguistic scholars.
According to Mozeson, more English words can be linked clearly to biblical Hebrew than to Greek,
Latin, and French. His extensive research reveals the Hebrew source of some three thousand
English words and terms. It shows that:
a) "Borrowings" from Hebrew by the English language are far more extensive than now conceded
in etymological texts;
b) The number of sound-alike, mean-alike terms in Indo -European and Semitic languages far
exceed the allowable number of borrowings or "coincidences";
c) Hebrew is a uniquely profound system of languages that resembles the organicism of natural
science rather than the product of human development;
d) If there is an original language, it is the language of the Hebrew Bible.
========
For a web site on Hebrew as the original language:
Access www.homestead.com/edenics .
A video lecture (of 4/90)is available for $28 (complete).
The Word is not in any stores now.
Fax: 201/836-2843
For foreign word lists linked to Edenic:
www.jerusalemail.com with "word" as user name and password.
Another site- http://www.cftinet.com/~mordecai click: Word

